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Abstract—We discuss the notion of a decision bireduct [1],
which is an extension of the notion of a decision reduct developed
within the theory of rough sets. We show relationships between
the decision bireducts and some formulations of approximate
decision reducts summarized in [2]. We investigate advantages
of the decision bireducts and the approximate decision reducts
within a rough-set-inspired framework for deriving attribute
subset ensembles from data, wherein each of attribute subsets
yields a single classifier, basically by generating its corresponding
if-then decision rules from the training data. We also show how to
use the above-mentioned relationships to build even more efficient
rough-set-based ensembles in the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A
TTRIBUTE subset selection plays an important role in

knowledge discovery [3]. It establishes the basis for more

efficient classification, prediction and approximation models.

It also provides the users with a better insight into data

dependencies. In this paper, we concentrate on attribute subset

selection methods originating from the theory of rough sets

[4]. There are numerous rough-set-based algorithms aimed

at searching for so called reducts – irreducible subsets of

attributes that satisfy predefined criteria for keeping enough

information about decisions. Those criteria are verified on

the training data and, usually, they encode the risk of mis-

classification by if-then decision rules with their antecedents

referring to the values of investigated attribute subsets and

their consequents referring to decisions.

Original definition of a reduct is quite restrictive, re-

quiring that it should determine decisions or, if data in-

consistencies do not allow full determinism, provide the

same level of information about decisions as the complete

set of attributes. There are a number of approaches to

formulate and search for approximate or inexact reducts,

which almost preserve the decision information [5]. Ap-

proximate reducts are usually smaller than standard ones,

providing the basis for learning more efficient classi-

fiers [6], [7].

In [1], the following issue concerning approximate reducts

was outlined in relation to a popular idea of building classifier

ensembles [8]. Combining classifiers is efficient especially if

they are different from each other [9], [10]. In this way, one

may increase stability of the classification and improve the

ability to represent data dependencies. However, the original

approximate reduct criteria do not allow controlling which

parts of data are problematic for particular reducts. For ex-

ample, when building an ensemble of reducts supposed to

correctly classify at least 90% of the training objects, we may

not anticipate that each of them will have problems with the

same 10% of objects.

Given the above challenges, a new extension of the original

rough-set-based notion of a decision reduct was proposed in

[1]. Its interpretation seems to be simpler than in the case

of most of the types of approximate decision reducts known

from the literature. The emphasis here is on both, a subset

of attributes that describes the decision classes and a subset

of objects for which such a description is valid. Inspired by

the methodology of biclustering [11], where it is crucial to

work with objects and attributes simultaneously, the proposed

notion is called a decision bireduct.

In this paper, we show that, although definitions and proper-

ties of decision bireducts and approximate reducts seem to be

entirely different, there are some relationships between them.

As already noticed in [1], the subsets of attributes being parts

of the most representative decision bireducts turn out to be

approximate decision reducts based on so called majority de-

cision measure [12]. Moreover, it turns out that other measures

utilized in [2] to define the approximate attribute reduction

criteria can be modeled by the decision bireduct searching

mechanisms as well.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tions II and III present approximate reducts and bireducts

notions. In Section IV, we discuss how the two rough set
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Table I
DECISION SYSTEM A WITH 14 OBJECTS IN U , FOUR ATTRIBUTES IN A,

AND d = SPORT?.

Outlook Temp. Humid. Wind Sport?

1 sunny hot high weak no
2 sunny hot high strong no
3 overcast hot high weak yes
4 rain mild high weak yes
5 rain cool normal weak yes
6 rain cool normal strong no
7 overcast cool normal strong yes
8 sunny mild high weak no
9 sunny cool normal weak yes

10 rain mild normal weak yes
11 sunny mild normal strong yes
12 overcast mild high strong yes
13 overcast hot normal weak yes
14 rain mild high strong no

Table II
EXAMPLES OF DECISION BIREDUCTS AND γ-BIREDUCTS

Bireduct γ-Bireduct
({O H},{1..3 6..9 11..14}) ({O H},{1..3 7..9 11..13})

({O H W},{1..14}) ({O H W},{1..14})

({O T W},{1..14}) ({O T W},{1..14})

({T W},{1..2 4..5 7 9..10 14})

({T W},{2..6 9..13})
({T W},{2 5 9})

({T H},{1..2 6 8 10..11 13..14}) ({T H},{10..11 13})

({O},{1..3 6..8 12..14})

({O},{1..5,7..8,10,12..13})
({O},{3 7 12..13})

({O W},{2..7 9..10 12..14}) ({O W},{3..7 10 12..14})

({O T},{1..4 6..10 12..13}) ({O T},{1..3 7 9 12..13})

({H W},{1 5..6 8..10 12..13}) ({H W},{5 9..10 13})

concepts differ and how they are related. The comparison

of bireducts and approximate reducts notions is made. We

show formal relationships expressed in terms of mathemat-

ical formulas. In Section V, we describe algorithms used

for approximate reduct and bireduct calculation. Section VI

describes ensembles of classifiers based on discussed reduct

types. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VII.

II. FOUNDATIONS OF DECISION BIREDUCTS

We use the standard notation of decision systems to rep-

resent data [4]. By a decision system we mean a tuple

A = (U,A∪{d}), where U is a set of objects and A is a set of

attributes and d /∈ A is a distinguished decision attribute. For

simplicity, we refer to the elements of U using their ordinal

numbers i = 1, ..., |U |, where |U | denotes the cardinality of

U . We treat attributes a ∈ A as functions a : U → Va,

Va denoting a’s domain. The values vd ∈ Vd correspond to

decision classes that we want to describe using the values of

attributes in A. Thus, decision systems can be employed within

the standard supervised learning framework.

Let us now consider the notion of a reduct, which is one of

the most important contributions of the theory of rough sets

into knowledge discovery and data mining. We say that B ⊆ A
is a decision reduct for A = (U,A∪{d}), iff it is an irreducible

subset of attributes such that each pair i, j ∈ U satisfying

inequality d(i) 6= d(j) is discerned by B. For A in Table I,

there are two decision reducts: {Outlook,Temp.,Wind} and

{Outlook,Humid.,Wind} (or {O,T,W} and {O,H,W} for

short).

Definition 1. Let A = (U,A ∪ {d}) be a decision system. A

pair (B,X), where B ⊆ A and X ⊆ U , is called a decision

bireduct, iff B discerns all pairs i, j ∈ X where d(i) 6= d(j),
and the following properties hold:

1) There is no C ( B such that C discerns all pairs i, j ∈
X where d(i) 6= d(j);

2) There is no Y ) X such that B discerns all pairs i, j ∈
Y where d(i) 6= d(j).

A decision bireduct (B,X) can be regarded as an inexact

functional dependence linking the subset of attributes B with

the decision d in a degree X , denoted by B ⇛X d. The

objects in U \ X can be treated as the outliers. Remove of

noisy data, outliers, redundant objects (generally known as

the instance selection problem [13]) is often one of the first

steps of data preparation and can significantly improve the

results of the main data analysis algorithms. In the bireducts

approach, the instance selection problem appears integrated

in the whole methodology. The objects in X can be used to

learn a classifier based on B from data. For instance, one

can partition X with respect to its elements’ values on B
and treat the combinations of values labeling partition classes

(called indiscernibility classes in the rough set literature [4])

as the antecedents of rules pointing at specific decision values,

uniquely defined within X thanks to the properties of decision

bireducts.
Table I shows a few decision bireducts and γ-bireducts for a

well-known example of a decision system presented on Table

I. The number of all decision bireducts for this data set is far

higher than illustrated. One may notice that the same B ⊆ A
can occur as a component of many bireducts, with different

subsets of objects.
Some interesting questions arise as to what is the best or

optimal bireduct or when we can say that one bireduct is better

than another. Following the idea from [1] it may be convenient

to describe decision reducts in terms of their attributes and

outliers. An implicit assumption is that bireducts shall mini-

mize both those factors. Minimizing the size of the attribute

subset is quite intuitive as to its great analogy of minimizing

the size of reducts. The smaller the size the more general is

the description of the decision system. The minimization of

the size of the outliers set is also an intuitive tendency to

minimize the number of objects that do not fit to (or disturb)

the description of the decision system contained in a decision

bireduct. The minimization task translates into a maximization

of the size of the objects contained in a decision bireduct. In

case of imbalanced data sets (with large disproportion between

number of objects with certain decision value assigned) the

simplest form of measuring the size based on the cardinality

of the objects subset may be insufficient. In such cases one

should pay more attention to a specified subset of objects, e.g.

objects belonging to the minority decision classes.
We introduce a following modification of the bireduct

Definition 1. The difference is the requirement that objects
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belonging to the bireduct should now be discerned not only in

context of X but of the entire U . One can notice the analogy

of this attitude to a positive region sometimes denoted as POS
from the theory of rough sets. In other words the object can be

added to X if it belongs to positive region defined by attribute

subset B in U . To distinguish between those two types of

bireducts we call the latter γ-bireduct.

Definition 2. Let A = (U,A ∪ {d}) be a decision system. A

pair (B,X), where B ⊆ A and X ⊆ U , is called a decision

γ-bireduct, iff B discerns all pairs i ∈ X, j ∈ U where d(i) 6=
d(j), and the following properties hold:

1) There is no C ( B such that C discerns all pairs i ∈
X, j ∈ U where d(i) 6= d(j);

2) There is no Y ) X such that B discerns all pairs i ∈
Y, j ∈ U where d(i) 6= d(j).

A decision γ-bireduct (B,X) can be regarded as an inexact

functional dependence linking the subset of attributes B with

the decision d in a degree X on U , denoted by B ⇛
g
X d,

where g can be regarded as an indicator for a global scope of

the functional dependence. Indeed, the difference between the

two mentioned bireduct types lies in the scope of considered

objects. The latter type focuses on the discernibility on the

whole set of object, while the former considers a local scope

and ensures discernibility among the objects belonging to the

bireduct.

III. FOUNDATIONS OF APPROXIMATE REDUCTS

There is a variety of methods of searching for approximate

reducts in decision systems (eg.[14], [15]). The criteria usually

include formulas for functions measuring degrees of decision

information induced by subsets of attributes and thresholds for

those functions’ values specifying which subsets of attributes

are good enough. The choice of functions may depend on

the nature of particular data sets and methods of learning

classifiers based on reduced sets of attributes.

In order to follow the filter approach to feature subset selec-

tion, we need to design some measures that evaluate particular

feature subsets in the selection process. From this point of

view, the rough set literature may be regarded as a source of

measures that draw correspondence between feature subsets

and rule-based classifiers corresponding to those subsets. Let

us consider the following three examples of such measures:

γ(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B:Pr(XM
EB

|EB)=1 Pr(EB)

M(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(XM
EB

, EB)

R(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(EB |X
R
EB

)

(1)

where "U/·" denotes indiscernibility equivalence classes in-

duced by a set of attributes. The above decision classes XM
EB

and XR
EB

are defined as follows:

XM
EB

= argmaxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed|EB)
XR

EB
= argmaxEd∈U/{d} Pr(EB |Ed)

(2)

All above measures are inspired by the theory of rough sets:

γ corresponds to the already mentioned rough set positive

region [4], while M and R – to its probabilistic and Bayesian

extensions, respectively [12], [16]. We refer to M na R as

decision types Majority and Relative respectively. Majority

type points at the most frequent decision for EB . It is the

most popular way of constructing rules in machine learning.

Relative type points at decision that is most frequent within

EB relative to its prior probability. It may be particularly

worth applying for imbalanced data sets, although it was

used successfully also for data sets with larger number of

uniformly supported decision classes (see [6] for references).

It is also worth noting that, for the simplest case where feature

subsets induce equivalence relations, we have γ(C) ≤ γ(B),
M(C) ≤ M(B), and R(C) ≤ R(B), for any C ⊆ B. Such

property is important for feature subset selection algorithms.

In our studies, we search for so called (F, ε)-reducts, where

F may mean γ, M , R, or any other measure that can rep-

resent decision information provided by feature subsets, and

ε ∈ [0, 1) decides how much of quality of determining d we

agree to lose when operating with smaller subsets B ⊆ A (and

shorter rules as a consequence), according to the following

constraint:

F (B) ≥ (1− ε)F (A) (3)

In [2], we compared functions F by means of aver-

age/maximum classifiers’ accuracies obtained for different

settings of ε. We noted that γ, M , and R usually start leading

towards empty feature sets (corresponding to trivial classifiers

based on rules with empty left sides) for different values of

ε. Therefore, instead of (3), we used the following re-scaled

criterion to assure more accurate comparison:

F (B)− F (∅) ≥ (1− ε)(F (A)− F (∅)) (4)

Equivalently:

F (B) ≥ (1− ε)F (A) + εF (∅) (5)

IV. APPROXIMATE REDUCTS AND BIREDUCTS

COMPARISON

Although definitions and properties of decision bireducts

and approximate reducts seem to be different, we may define

relationships expressing a correspondence between them in

terms of measures described in previous section. More pre-

cisely for a given attribute subset we will show that the size of

X (expressed in terms of values of mathematical formulas) for

the decision bireduct (intuitively the best or most meaningful)

corresponds to the appropriate criterions of (F, ε)-approximate

reduction where F is used to evaluate a quality for specified

attribute subsets.

Proposition 1. Let A = (U,A ∪ {d}) be a decision system

and let M be the measure defined in (1). For B ⊆ A let

XB = {X ⊆ U | (B,X) is a bireduct for A}

be a family of object subsets which together with B create

decision bireducts for A. Then

max
X∈XB

|X|

|U |
= M(B)
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Proof

Remark 1. Let A be a decision system defined as above and

(B,X) be a bireduct for A. For each indiscernibility class

EB ∈ U/B the following two statements are true:

• Objects from X ∩ EB are of the same class (have the

same value for the decision attribute).

• Moreover, all objects from EB that belong to that deci-

sion class are contained in X .

This is just a simple conclusion of the bireduct definition:

• If X ∩EB contains objects from more than one decision

class it will break the definition of bireduct because with

the given attribute subset B we cannot discern at least

one pair of objects with different decisions.

• If X ∩ EB contains objects with the same decision but

X ∩ EB is not maximal in a sense that there is at least

one object in EB with the same decision which is not

contained in X , it will break the second part of the

definition of bireduct - maximality of object subset X .

The left hand-side of the proposition’s statement can be

transformed as follows:

maxX∈XB

|X|
|U |

= maxX∈XB
Pr(X)

= maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

(6)

For M(B) based on (1) and (2) we can write:

M(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(XM
EB

, EB)

=
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed, EB)
(7)

Now we only need to show that:

maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

=
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed, EB)
(8)

Let us prove it by a contradiction. Suppose that inequality

holds. Let X ∈ XB be an object subset which maximizes the

left-hand side expression:

X = arg max
X∈XB

∑

EB∈U/B

Pr(X,EB)

There are two cases. The first one is as follows:

maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

=
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

<
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed, EB).

(9)

It is easy to notice that there exists EX
B ∈ U/B such that

Pr(X,EX
B ) < max

Ed∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed, E

X
B )

This means that for (B,X) bireduct we can show an object

subset

X = X \ EX
B ∪ ((arg max

Ed∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed, E

X
B )) ∩ EX

B )

such that |X| > |X|. According to the Remark 1 it is

impossible (it breaks the bireduct’s object subset maximality

property), contradiction.

Now the second case:

maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

=
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

>
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed, EB)

(10)

There exists EX
B ∈ U/B such that

Pr(X,EX
B ) > max

Ed∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed, E

X
B )

This means that the number of objects in X which are con-

tained in EX
B indiscernibility class is greater than the largest

decision class within that equivalence class. This implies that

X contains objects from different decision classes. According

to Remark 1 it is impossible, contradiction.

The assumption that

maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

6=
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed, EB)
(11)

leads to a contradiction. This shows that

max
X∈XB

|X|

|U |
= M(B)

and completes the proof.

Proposition 2. Let A = (U,A ∪ {d}) be a decision system,

let R be the measure defined in (1) and for u ∈ U let

µ(u) =
1

Pr(d(u))

be a weight function defined for objects from U . For B ⊆ A
let

XB = {X ⊆ U | (B,X) is a bireduct for A}

be a family of object subsets which together with B create

decision bireducts for A. Then

max
X∈XB

∑

u∈X

µ(u)

|U |
= R(B)

Proof The proof can be conducted in a similar fashion that for

Proposition 1. The left hand-side of the proposition’s statement

can be transformed as follows:

maxX∈XB

∑
u∈X

µ(u)
|U |

= maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

(12)

For R(B) based on (1) and (2) we can write:

R(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(EB |X
R
EB

)

=
∑

EB∈U/B Pr(EB | argmaxEd∈U/{d} Pr(EB |Ed))

=
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed,EB)

Pr(Ed)
(13)

We only need to show that:

maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

=
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed,EB)

Pr(Ed)

(14)
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Let us prove it by a contradiction. Suppose that inequality

holds. Let X ∈ XB be an object subset which maximizes the

left-hand side expression:

X = arg max
X∈XB

∑

EB∈U/B

∑

u∈EB∩X

µ(u)

|U |

There are two cases. The first one is as follows:

maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

=
∑

EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

<
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed,EB)

Pr(Ed)

(15)

It is easy to notice that there exists EX
B ∈ U/B such that

∑

u∈EX
B ∩X

µ(u)

|U |
< max

Ed∈U/{d}

Pr(Ed, E
X
B )

Pr(Ed)

(B,X) is a bireduct and all objects from EX
B ∩ X are from

the same decision class Ed ∈ U/{d}. We can write:

∑

u∈EX
B ∩X

µ(u)

|U |
= |EX

B ∩X| ·

1
Pr(Ed)

|U |
=

Pr(Ed, E
X
B )

Pr(Ed)

This means that X is not maximal, contradiction.

The second case:

maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

=
∑

EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

>
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed,EB)

Pr(Ed)

(16)

There exists EX
B ∈ U/B such that

∑

u∈EX
B ∩X

µ(u)

|U |
> max

Ed∈U/{d}

Pr(Ed, E
X
B )

Pr(Ed)

By analogy to the previous case, we have:

Pr(Ed, E
X
B )

Pr(Ed)
> max

Ed∈U/{d}

Pr(Ed, E
X
B )

Pr(Ed)

which is impossible, contradiction.

The assumption that

maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B

∑
u∈EB∩X

µ(u)
|U |

6=
∑

EB∈U/B maxEd∈U/{d}
Pr(Ed,EB)

Pr(Ed)

(17)

leads to a contradiction. This shows that

max
X∈XB

∑

u∈X

µ(u)

|U |
= R(B)

and completes the proof.

Proposition 3. Let A = (U,A ∪ {d}) be a decision system,

and let γ be the measure defined in (1). For B ⊆ A let

X
γ
B = {X ⊆ U | (B,X) is a γ-bireduct for A}

be a family of attribute subsets which together with B create

decision γ-bireducts for A. Then

max
X∈X

γ
B

|X|

|U |
= γ(B)

Remark 2. Let A be a decision system defined as above and

(B,X) be a γ-bireduct for A. For each indiscernibility class

EB ∈ U/B the following two statements are true:

• If all objects from EB have the same value for the

decision attribute then the whole EB is included in X .

Otherwise no object from XB belongs to X .

This is just a simple conclusion of the γ-bireduct definition:

• If all objects from EB have the same value for the deci-

sion attribute then all of them must be in X , otherwise

breaking the definition in a sense that X would not be

maximal. If EB contains objects from more than one

decision class then no object from EB can belong to

X because with the given attribute subset B we cannot

discern at least one pair of objects from U with different

decision, thus violating the definition of γ-bireduct.

A simple observation can be made on base of Remark 2. For

each indiscernibility class EB ∈ U/B based on its content

it is predetermined if it is contained in γ-bireducts or it is

excluded. Hence, X
γ
B

has only one element.

The left hand-side of the proposition’s statement can be

transformed as follows:

maxX∈XB

|X|
|U |

= maxX∈XB
Pr(X)

= maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B Pr(X,EB)

using the Remark 2 we can write

= maxX∈XB

∑
EB∈U/B:Pr(X|EB)=1 Pr(EB)

= POS(B)
|U |

(18)

For γ(B) we can write:

γ(B) =
∑

EB∈U/B:Pr(XM
EB

|EB)=1 Pr(EB)

=
∑

EB∈U/B:maxEd∈U/{d} Pr(Ed|EB)=1 Pr(EB)

we can easily notice that we consider those EB

which contain objects from only one decision class

= |POS(B)|
|U |

(19)

This shows that

max
X∈X

γ
B

|X|

|U |
= γ(B)

and completes the proof.

V. ATTRIBUTE REDUCTION ALGORITHMS

Let us go back to decision bireducts and consider the

algorithm proposed in [1] in order to search for opti-

mal bireducts in data. It takes as an input a permutation

σ : {1, ..., n+m} → {1, ..., n+m} mixing the ordinal num-

bers of attributes counted from 1 to n, n = |A|, together with

objects represented by numbers from n+1 to n+m, m = |U |.
The algorithm is initiated with the pair (B,X), where B = A
and X = ∅. Then, it examines the values of σ(i), for
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i = 1, ..., n + m. Depending on whether σ(i) corresponds

to an attribute (the case of σ(i) ≤ n) or an object (the case

of σ(i) > n; the corresponding object is then retrieved as

σ(i)− n), it attempts to remove it from B or to add it to X ,

respectively. The removal/addition conditions are defined for

the decision bireducts calculation as B \ {aσ(i)} ⇛X d and

B ⇛X∪{σ(i)−n} d, using the inexact functional dependence

notation introduced earlier. In case of γ-bireduct calculation

the conditions are B \ {aσ(i)} ⇛
g
X d and B ⇛

g
X∪{σ(i)−n} d

respectively.
Algorithm 1 presents details of bireduct calculation. In case

of γ-bireduct the algorithm is almost the same. It is enough

to change the functional dependence ⇛X with its equivalent

from the description of the decision gamma-bireduct ⇛
g
X . For

comparison we also put the procedure for (F, ε)-approximate

decision reduct calculation in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1 Decision bireduct calculation for a decision

system A = (U,A ∪ {d})

B ← A,X ← ∅
for i = 1→ n+m do

if σ(i) ≤ n then

if B \ {aσ(i)}⇛X d then

B ← B \ {aσ(i)}
end if

else

if B ⇛X∪{σ(i)−n} d then

X ← X ∪ {σ(i)− n}
end if

end if

end for

In [1] it is also noted that for each permutation σ :
{1, ..., n + m} → {1, ..., n + m}, where n = |A| and

m = |U |, the output (B,X) of the above algorithm is a

decision bireduct. In fact, this algorithm is a generalization

of a permutation-based method developed for searching for

standard rough-set-based reducts (see [17]), which was also

adapted for the approximate reducts [5]. The difference is

that in case of the standard reducts the algorithm works with

permutations σ : {1, ..., n} → {1, ..., n}, n = |A|, and needs

to assure irreducibility of the generated subsets of attributes.

In the case of the bireduct search we need to assure both,

irreducibility of the subset of attributes and non-extendability

of the subset of objects.
Examples of bireducts and γ-bireducts are shown on Table

I and V respectively.
It is worth notifying that for (F, ε)-reducts the value of ε can

be understood as a threshold for allowed decrease of classifier

determination and can address the balance between simplicity

and accuracy. For larger ε, calculated reducts contain less

attributes and generated decision rules become shorter. Shorter

decision rules are more applicable. By the cost of slight

inconsistencies we gain higher simplicity and applicability

for unseen cases. On the other hand for smaller ε generated

reducts contain more attributes and decision rules generated

Algorithm 2 Permutation-based (F, ε)-REDORD (a bit mod-

ified comparing to [5])

Input: ε ∈ [0, 1), A = (U,A ∪ {d}),
σ : {1, ..., n} → {1, ..., n}, n = |A|
Output: B ⊆ A

B ← A
for i = 1→ n do

if F (B \ {aσ(i)}) ≥ (1− ε)F (A) + εF (∅) then

B ← B \ {aσ(i)}
end if

end for

return B

Table III
EXAMPLES OF DECISION BIREDUCTS WITH PERMUTATIONS USED TO

GENERATE THEM.

Permutation Bireduct
O 8 W 1 4 7 2 14 10 12 9 T 6 3 13 5 11 H ({H},{1..2 5 7..11 13..14})

H 13 T 8 W 6 11 3 14 10 O 5 7 9 2 1 4 12 ({O},{1..3 6..8 12..14})

3 8 T 1 W 11 9 O 14 12 6 4 7 H 10 13 2 5 ({O H},{1..3 6..9 11..14})

2 13 5 14 11 7 12 4 3 1 9 6 8 10 H O W T ({O T W},{1..14})

9 4 12 14 1 8 7 3 10 13 6 11 2 5 W T H O ({O H W},{1..14})

11 O 2 H 1 10 5 7 9 8 3 13 T 6 14 12 4 W ({T},{1..2 4..5 7 9..12})

T 2 5 H 10 11 W 14 1 12 7 9 13 6 4 8 3 O ({O},{1..5,7..8,10,12..13})

W 6 H O 5 8 4 7 3 2 10 9 12 11 13 14 1 T ({T},{3 6 8 13..14})

O 2 3 13 1 H 4 T W 6 12 14 5 8 9 10 11 7 ({W},{2..6 9..10 13..14})

O H 14 1 10 7 4 3 12 13 5 W 9 T 11 8 2 6 ({T W},{1..2 4..5 7 9..10 14})

6 5 10 9 H O 12 T 8 W 4 2 13 3 7 1 14 11 ({T W},{2..6 9..13})

11 14 9 13 3 7 8 2 5 1 12 W 6 4 10 H O T ({O H},{1..3 5 7..14})

13 8 6 H 7 W 9 T 5 3 4 12 O 2 10 14 11 1 ({O T},{1..4 6..10 12..13})

9 H 2 4 6 13 14 7 T 11 10 O W 3 5 1 8 12 ({O W},{2..7 9..10 12..14})

based on attributes belonging to a reduct are potentially less

applicable but more accurate.

In case of bireducts the approximation threshold is not

defined directly but it is somehow expressed in the way

permutations are generated [1]. We can define a parameter

that can control probability of selecting an attribute in first

place rather than an object while building the permutation σ.

One can notice that when the permutation σ contains more

attributes at its beginning, this results in a bireduct having

smaller number of attributes but also higher number of outliers.

In case more attributes are put at the end of the permutation,

a resulting bireduct will have larger number of objects (less

outliers) but also contain potentially more attributes.

In case of unbalanced data sets it might be desirable to

focus on objects from the minority decision classes. To draw

more classifier attention to those objects one can assign higher

weights to them, that would increase the chance of placing

them at the beginning of permutation thus increase the chances

of covering them by calculated bireduct. We can express this

relation as follows - the more important object is, the closer

to the beginning of the permutation it should appear.

VI. ENSEMBLES

Classifier ensembles perform usually better than their com-

ponents used independently. Combining several classifiers is

efficient especially if they are substantially different from each
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Table IV
EXAMPLES OF DECISION γ-BIREDUCTS WITH PERMUTATIONS USED TO

GENERATE THEM.

Permutation γ-Bireduct
11 2 T 9 W 6 O H 13 8 7 12 5 3 10 4 14 1 ({O H},{1..3 7..9 11..13})

7 14 3 5 10 12 9 6 11 W O 13 1 4 T H 8 2 ({O H W},{1..14})

6 O W 9 4 5 11 1 H T 14 12 13 7 3 2 8 10 ({O T W},{1..14})

O H 14 1 10 9 13 W 6 7 12 T 8 2 5 4 3 11 ({T W},{2 5 9})

W 10 H O T 12 3 14 2 7 5 13 8 4 11 6 1 9 ({T H},{10..11 13})

W H 4 T 7 6 O 11 10 9 1 12 3 13 8 14 2 5 ({O},{3 7 12..13})

4 O T 10 H 7 1 14 W 11 9 12 5 3 6 8 13 2 ({O W},{3..7 10 12..14})

H 7 W 5 4 8 13 1 10 O T 14 6 12 9 2 11 3 ({O T},{1..3 7 9 12..13})

O 9 W T H 7 1 4 6 8 5 13 11 2 3 14 12 10 ({H W},{5 9..10 13})

other. One of the approaches is to construct many different

classifiers based on possibly least overlapping subsets. Permu-

tation based algorithms described in the previous section can

be successfully utilized in construction of reducts ensembles

following such criteria. As mentioned earlier, when generating

permutations one can control the order of attributes (also order

of objects for the bireduct version).

It is already known that in the case of the original

permutation-based algorithm, the standard (or approximate)

reducts that contain less common attributes are more likely to

be obtained by employing a randomly chosen σ : {1, ..., n} →
{1, ..., n} [5]. This property has an impact on the search for

the most meaningful reducts, as well as the reduct ensembles

– the sets of reducts with minimal intersections [2], [18].

The analogous behavior can be seen the algorithms proposed

in [1], where randomly chosen permutations σ : {1, ..., n +
m} → {1, ..., n+m} are more likely to lead to the bireducts

with more diverse attributes and outliers. Such an ability to

control the ensembles of bireducts with respect to the areas of

objects that they cover is especially important for robustness of

the resulting classification systems and completeness of data

representation.

In bireduct version each subset in the ensemble is tuned to

recognize particular set of objects. Assigning greater weights

to objects not included in any of bireducts would cause placing

them at the beginning of the permutation thus increasing

chances of to be recognized by the classifier. As we de-

scribed in previous sections bireduct object weights are used

to construct permutations that are more likely to begin with

objects having less frequent decision classes. The weights can

be also assigned dynamically during the iterative process of

bireducts ensemble creation. In consecutive iteration steps one

may analyze the factor of object coverage by bireducts already

selected for the ensemble. This process is somehow similar

to the mechanisms applied in boosting type algorithms [19]

where objects that are misclassified gain more weight during

classifier training process.

Each reduct in the ensemble can be referred as a single clas-

sifier producing a set of decision rules. When different rules

apply for the same object one must perform aggregate their

outcomes using some simple voting mechanisms. In [2] we an-

alyzed six different strategies of voting in decision rule based

classifiers. Table V illustrated parameters that were taken into

Table V
SIX OPTIONS OF WEIGHTING DECISIONS BY RULES, CORRESPONDING TO

THE right-side WEIGHT TYPES PLAIN, CONFIDENCE AND COVERAGE, AND

left-side WEIGHT TYPES SINGLE AND SUPPORT. EB DENOTES THE

SUPPORT OF A RULE’S LEFT SIDE. X∗

EB
DENOTES XM

EB
OR XR

EB
DEPENDING ON decision TYPE.

Single Support

Plain 1 Pr(EB)
Confidence Pr(X∗

EB
|EB) Pr(X∗

EB
, EB)

Coverage Pr(X∗

EB
|EB)/Pr(X∗

EB
) Pr(EB |X∗

EB
)

account. We considered three right-side weight possibilities

to assign a value to a given decision class X∗
EB

pointed by

a rule supported by EB ∈ U/B: 1 (Plain), Pr(X∗
EB
|EB)

(Confidence), and Pr(X∗
EB
|EB)/Pr(X∗

EB
) (Coverage). The

rule’s vote can be also strengthen by its left side’s support

Pr(EB) (left-side weight type Support) or not (Single).

In case of bireducts based classifiers only Plain and Cov-

erage right-side weighting types can be used. For bireduct

ensembles voting weights are calculated on local X where

confidence is always equal to 1 (rather than on global U as in

case of approximate reducts where rule confidence matters).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have compared the notion of a decision bireduct origi-

nally presented in [1] and extend its definition to so called γ-

bireduct. Although their concept is different from the concept

of approximate decision reducts we have shown that certain

analogies and relationships exist. We can compare (R, ε)-
reducts based on so called Relative decision measure R(B)
to bireducts generated from permutation where objects having

minor decision are put at fist place. Analogously similar rela-

tions were shown between majority decision measure based

(M, ε)-reducts and bireducts where objects can be added

to X only when their decision is most frequent in certain

equivalence classes induced by attribute subset B. γ-bireducts

where objects can be added to X only when they belong to

positive region induced by B have strong analogy to (γ, ε)-
reducts.

We have addressed several questions about the quality of

bireducts. As it was shown in section IV there should be strong

relation between the quality of X for certain bireduct types and

measures types used in their approximate reducts counterparts.

Bireduct properties and their relationship with approximate

reducts still need closer investigation. For example we think

that there exists a relation between level of approximation ε
used with approximate reducts and the parameter α used to

control the order of objects and attributes within a permu-

tation used for calculating bireducts. We also look forward

experimenting with various types of bireducts and ways of

constructing ensembles and testing such classifiers on a bench-

mark data.
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